Quick Start Guide

1. Remove the VR headset from the packaging, and then remove the cell phone holder by sliding it to the right (figure as below #4).

2. Using your smartphone, you can access VR content via a choice of apps such as:
   - YouTube - search by using keywords "VR movie", "VR video" or "3D video"
   - Google Cardboard - official VR app from Google, available on Google Play store and Apple App store
   - Apple App store - if you are using iPhone, you can search for "VR movie", "VR video" or "3D video" in app store to find VR related app, game or content
   - Google Play store - if you are using Android smartphone, you can search for "VR movie", "VR video" or "3D video" in app store to find VR related app, game or content

3. Before you can use your VR headset, you need to install your cell phone into the holder. As shown in the following figure:
   - Place the cell phone into the Cell Phone Holder then release the Movable Holder. (Use the supplied rubber pads to protect your phone if necessary.)
   - Slide the Movable Holder upward as the illustrate follows:

4. Adjust the length of the Adjustable Belt as desire then wear the VR Headset to your head:

5. If your cell phone became warm or hot after long time playing. Slide the Front Panel to right for ventilate as the illustrated below:

OPERATION

1. Download and install the desired VR (Virtual Reality) Video Players/ Games into your cell phone.

2. Turn on and enter to the desired VR (Virtual Reality) Video Players/ Games apps in your cell phone.

3. Install your cell phone into the VR Headset as follows:
   - Detach off the Cell Phone Holder by side it to left as the illuminate follows:
   - Slide the Focal Distance Adjust Knobs to front or rear to adjust focus; slide to left and right to adjust the distance between eyes as desired.
   - Connect your earphone to the cell phone as the illuminate follows:
   - Replace the Cell Phone Holder into the VR Headset as the illuminate follows:

LOCATION OF CONTROL

VR (Virtual Reality) Headset:
1. Adjustable Belt
2. Focal Distance Adjust Knob
3. Front Panel
4. Cell Phone Holder
5. Optical Lens

OPERATION

1. Download and installed the desired VR (Virtual Reality) Video Players; Games into your cell phone.

2. Turn on and enter to the desired VR (Virtual Reality) Video Players; Games apps in your cell phone.

3. Install your cell phone to the VR Headset as follows:
   - Detach off the Cell Phone Holder by side it to left as the illuminate follows:
   - Slide the Movable Holder upward as the illustrate follows:

4. If your cell phone equipped a built in Gyroscope Sensor, and the installed apps supported it, you can oscillation the VR Headset during layback/playing to got the specially effects.

Care & Maintenance
- Keep the lenses clean and protect them from getting scratched. If the lenses get dirty or steams up, clean them with the lens cleaning cloth, or use water or soap to clean.
- To clean the cabinet, soak the cloth in a weak detergent solution, wring well and wipe. Use a dry cloth to wipe it dry. Do not use any type of solvent, such as thinner and benzene, as they may damage the surface of the cabinet.
- If you use a chemical-saturated cloth to clean the unit, follow that product's instructions.

SPECIFICATION AND ACCESSORIES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE